Benjamin Mako Hill — CAREER: New Approaches to Managing Lifecycles of Digital Knowledge
Commons
Digital knowledge commons like Wikipedia, open source software, and collaborative filtering systems like
Reddit produce enormous social and economic value and serve as critical information infrastructure. These
online communities rely on “peer production” to aggregate contributions from Internet users into vast
knowledge bases that are then made freely available. Decades after many of the most important peer
produced knowledge commons were launched, many are under attack by vandalism, disinformation campaigns, and a range of special interests. At the same time, many of the largely volunteer-based groups who
sustain mature communities have been stable or shrinking for years.
A body of research suggests that these patterns of decline are due—at least in part—to commons becoming increasingly closed to contributions. Why do peer produced knowledge commons increasingly reject
the work of volunteers necessary for their long-term survival? How general are these observed lifecycle
dynamics? How should communities structure themselves to better manage growth? How should they
balance the competing goals of remaining open to contributions while protecting the value they have produced? Integrating and building on a body of social computing and social scientific research, the proposed
work will seek to answer these questions by developing and validating a general theory of knowledge commons’ lifecycles and identifying a set of strategies to help structure and govern peer produced commons
effectively as they grow.
In four parts, the project will attempt to (A) develop a theoretical framework to explain why online communities follow regular patterns of growth and decline and (B) conduct a series of empirical studies of
wikis, open source software, and collaborative filtering sites. Using insights from the first two parts, the
work will seek to (C) identify a set of strategies for the effective management of lifecycles in knowledge
commons. Finally, the work will (D) create tools and datasets to help researchers and practitioners manage
online community lifecycles. This work will be conducted in close collaboration with community managers
and disseminated through a series of outreach-focused meetings, workshops, and information resources as
well as through scholarly publications and university classes.
The intellectual merit of this proposal lies in three features of the work: first, it will develop an explanation
for why knowledge commons become increasingly closed and how these changes drive lifecycle patterns;
second, it will contribute detailed empirical insights into the sociotechnical dynamics of knowledge commons; finally, it will develop a range of new computational methods for studying online activity. The
broader impacts of this work stem from the fact that it will provide insight into how to better support the
development and the maintenance of knowledge commons. In doing so, this work can impact the millions
of people who contribute to these knowledge commons and the billions who rely on their products in their
business and personal lives.
1. I NTRODUCTION & P ROJECT G OALS
Wikipedia is among the most popular websites on the Internet and is visited by hundreds of millions of
people each month [82]. In many ways, these facts fail to capture Wikipedia’s enormous impact. Wikipedia
is a primary source of information returned by virtual assistants like Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri
as well as the information highlighted at the top of a Google’s search [81]. In other realms, Wikipedia
has provided the raw material for tens of thousands of academic papers in fields as varied as information
retrieval, natural language processing, sociology, and law [57, 41]. It provides the raw material used to train
machine learning algorithms for machine translation, predictive text input, and other algorithms relied
upon by millions [e.g., 75, 91].
Wikipedia is constructed through peer production, a term coined by Yochai Benkler [2] to describe a model
of production that relies on the mass aggregation of many small contributions from large numbers of diversely motivated individuals working together over the Internet. Although it is one of the most visible
examples, English Wikipedia is only the tip of the peer production iceberg. There are Wikipedias for more
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Figure 1: Number of users making at least five edits per month to different Wikipedia language editions over time
for the eight largest Wikipedia editions as measured by the number of edits. Dashed lines reflect the peak of English
Wikipedia editing activity in March 2007.

than 300 languages (15 with more than a million articles) and hundreds of thousands of other peer production communities including wikis, mapping systems like Open Street Map, and collaborative filtering
systems like Reddit. Free/libre open source software (FLOSS) may be the most impactful example of the
organizational form. It is simply not possible to use the Internet today without relying on infrastructure
produced by masses of individuals working together. Peer production is among the most important organizational innovations made possible by the Internet [4].
Although most research on peer production has celebrated its achievements, large peer production projects
face stark challenges that are typically much less visible [4]. One of the most important and underappreciated challenges is community lifecycle dynamics: most mature peer production projects face the prospect
of maintaining rapidly increasing knowledge bases with stable or shrinking numbers of volunteers. Suh
et al. [83] pointed out that English Wikipedia’s meteoric growth in active contributors came transitioned
into decline in early 2007. The top left panel of Figure 1 shows that the pattern of decline continued for
several years before stabilizing at a lower level.
The pattern of growth and decline that Suh et al. noticed in English Wikipedia seems to be a general feature
of peer production. The eight panels of Figure 1 show the eight largest Wikipedia editions by the number of
edits and suggest that the pattern shown in English Wikipedia in the top left is remarkably general across
many large Wikipedia language editions. This dynamic is visible in Figure 2 from one of my papers [87]
which shows activity across the largest 740 wikis hosted by the largest commercial peer production wiki
hosting firm Wikia. After total activity is standardized along the y-axis and after wikis—founded at many
different periods of time—are sorted in terms of age, a pattern of rise and decline over a period of about 4–5
years becomes clear in the data. Similar lifecycles have been noted by Schweik and English’s [74] study of
FLOSS and are the implicit motivation for the Linux Foundation’s Community Health Analytics for Open
Source Software (CHAOSS) Evolution Working group—formerly known as the “Growth, Maturity and
Decline Working Group” [50].
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seem to have followed a very similar pattern to English but at a
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Halfaker et al. [24] argue that English Wikipedia’s decline was a function of increased difficulties for newcomers leading to decreased newcomer retention. This work is supported by a range of studies that suggest
that Wikipedia has become more formalized and bureaucratic [e.g., 6, 52, 71]. Halfaker et al. [24] argue that
English Wikipedia is in decline not because newcomers have stopped showing up. Instead, they claim that
English Wikipedia is in decline because it is becoming less open. In two related followup studies, I have
shown that this institutional pattern is repeated across the largest peer production wikis [77, 87].
Although a number of scholars have pointed to increased wariness toward newcomers as a problem to be
solved, it also presents a major empirical puzzle: Why do mature knowledge commons become increasingly closed in ways that reduce the influx of participants that sustain them over time?
2. R ESEARCH P LAN
The work I propose will address this puzzle through four overlapping initiatives. I will develop a theoretical framework that will answer this question and guide the rest of this work (§2.1), I will conduct a series
of empirical analyses that will inform and serve to validate my theory (§2.2), I will identify a set of novel
and effective strategies for governing knowledge commons over their lifecycles (§2.3), and I will produce
datasets and tools that are useful to both academics and practitioners (§2.4).
2.1. Part A: Developing a Theoretical Framework
At the core of this proposed work is a theoretical framework I will develop to answer the puzzle posed
above. My answer will involve an articulation of a theory in substantive terms, a formal analytic model, and
a series of agent-based simulations. Although I will illustrate my theory using examples from Wikipedia
where evidence is more readily available, I will explain how I plan to establish generalizability in §2.2.4.
2.1.1. Background: Theories of Peer Production There are two broad sets of social scientific theories
that have been used to understand the organization of peer produced knowledge commons: (a) theories
of collective action and public good provision, and (b) theories of common-pool resources and commons.
The first set of explanations draws from classic work on public good provision by Mancur Olson [63] and
is largely concerned with free ridership, managing “selective incentives,” and issues related to achieving
critical mass [e.g., 53]. These approaches seem like a good fit for peer produced knowledge because collective action is defined as the provision of non-excludable and non-rival public goods [63, 65]. The most
obvious outputs of peer production—useful knowledge like an encyclopedia article or piece of code—are
archetypes of pure public goods. By implicitly invoking a theory of selective incentives and explaining peer
production in terms of lowered transaction cost, Yochai Benkler took this perspective when he theorized
about peer production [2]. The majority of organizational theorizing about peer production has followed
Benkler’s lead.
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The second set of explanations draws from the work of Elinor Ostrom and conceives of knowledge commons as common-pool resources (CPRs). Most of Ostrom’s work focused on understanding the governance
of natural CPRs like irrigation systems, fisheries, and forests [64]. Because CPRs are distinguished from
public goods in terms of rivalness or subtractability (e.g., a fish in a fishery can only be removed once),1
work on CPRs by Ostrom and others has primarily been focused on managing appropriation and identifying ways that CPRs avoid the “tragedy of the commons” when participants acting in self-interest take too
much for themselves [25].2 Attracted by the the metaphor of a commons as a way to understand knowledge
bases [5], and because Ostrom’s approach to thinking about governance is broader than just CPRs, a small
number of scholars of sociotechnical systems have built on Ostrom’s work. These studies have tended
to focus on questions of institutional design and governance or have attempted to apply Ostrom’s analytic
framework to the contexts of peer produced knowledge goods [e.g., 5, 20, 21, 30, 79, 80]. Because knowledge
goods like software and encyclopedia articles can be consumed without depletion, issues of appropriation
have received relatively little discussion in social computing theories of peer production projects.
In general, institutional “openness” is often cited as the key feature in peer production and digital organization [3, 4, 78]. It is such a central concept that it exists in the name of peer production phenomena like
open source, open hardware, and so on. Although openness remains undertheorized—something I hope to
address in this work—the term is consistently used by both scholars and practitioners to refer to the relative absence of formal organizational boundaries and institutional structures. Surprisingly, the two bodies
of theory described above seem to have very different things to say about open institutions. In Benkler’s
collective action framing, rules and boundaries reflect costs which will limit contributions from lightly motivated individuals. In Ostrom’s approach, rules and boundaries are critical to preventing appropriation—
“clearly defined boundaries” is the very first item in Ostrom’s famous list of eight principles for effective
CPR governance. Institutional openness is a prerequisite for effective peer production of knowledge in
Benkler’s framework. In Ostrom’s CPRs, it places a commons at risk of ruin.
2.1.2. Sketch of a Theoretical Model My theoretical approach seeks to untangle this contradiction by
conceiving of knowledge commons as having two distinct goals. The first goal is building a stock of value.
Although the specific types of value will vary enormously between communities, all attempts at peer produced knowledge commons have this first goal. Open institutions are good for building valuable knowledge commons for reasons Benkler [2] articulates well. The second goal involves protecting the stock of value
from appropriation. This second goal is only salient in situations where a community succeeds in their first
goal and develops something to protect. Increased openness makes this second goal more difficult. Pursuing these goals in tandem requires managing trade-offs related to openness.
A more structured sketch of this explanation assumes that every knowledge commons has some stock of
value and some level of openness to new contributions. During any particular time period, communities
will receive some number of contributions which will increase their stock. The model also assumes that
knowledge commons may be subject to damage that detracts from the stock. This is a counterintuitive
claim that I unpack in detail in §2.1.3. The model also assumes that both good contributions and damaging
ones are more likely if communities are open. Openness in this sense acts as an imperfect filter. Communities faced with an influx of bad contributions become less open in order to prevent future damage.
Critically, my model also assumes that the opposite dynamics play out as a function of stock. Communities
experience a virtuous cycle where they tend to receive more good contributions as their stock grows. However, the model also assumes a vicious cycle where swelling stocks invite increased damaging attempts at
appropriation.
A very simple worked version of this model over three steps is shown in Figure 3. In the first period, a very
open community receives 20 stock-increasing contributions. Because its stock has grown, this promotes a
1 Work breaking down of the difference between public goods and common-pool resources relies can be found in Ostrom and
Ostrom [65].
2 Ostrom distinguishes between provision problems and appropriation problems in CPRs but is almost exclusively focused on the
latter. When Ostrom discusses provision, she is focused on how participants in a CPR provide institutions to manage the underlying
resource. In Ostrom’s work, underlying resources are rarely if ever produced by individuals.
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Figure 3: A simple example to illustrate the basic dynamics at the core of the theoretical model. The example is
narrated in the text.

virtuous cycle where the stock grows by an even larger amount in the next period. However, the swelling
stock also attracts damaging attempts at appropriation. To prevent further damage, the community becomes slightly less open in the third stage. In the terms of the theories discussed in §2.1.1, communities
begin as pure collective action problems and then—to the extent that they are successful—become CPRs
that must be concerned with appropriation.
2.1.3. Appropriation in Peer Production The explanation I have sketched out above requires conceiving
of stocks of value as being at least partially appropriable. As I explain in §2.1.1, the knowledge goods
produced by peer production are not typically thought of as producing appropriable information goods.
For example, once a person contributes a sentence documenting a fact to Wikipedia, that text and fact is
non-rival and non-excludable. However, my theorical argument suggests that peer production projects also
create a range of forms of appropriable value. Examples include goodwill, reputation, and trust that the
public has in a platform. Behaviors like Wikipedia vandalism spreading disinformation brings benefits like
enjoyment to vandals while reducing the value the public has in Wikipedia [7].
In a well documented example of Wikipedia vandalism, an article about the journalist and political figure
John Seigenthaler was created by an anonymous user—later identified as Brian Chase—that included false
statements that Seigenthaler had been a suspect in the assassinations of John F. and Robert F. Kennedy [43].
Six months later, Seigenthaler published op-ed in USA Today describing Wikipedia as a vehicle for “Internet
character assassination” [76]. The incident received wide international press coverage and reflects one of
the greatest crises in Wikipedia’s history [14, 27, 43]. Chase claimed the misinformation he added to the
Seigenthaler article was intended as a joke [58]. Chase’s contribution can be understood as appropriation
because the benefit or enjoyment he derived from making the joke came at the enormous cost of damage to
the public goodwill Wikipedia had built over time.
In the aftermath of Seigenthaler’s op-ed, Wikipedia instituted new rules that made it more difficult to contribute [27]. It banned all new users from creating articles. It created a policy that allowed biographical
articles of living people without references to be deleted without discussion. It created new technical features that allowed administrators and Wikipedia staff to delete content without discussion. Of course, most
articles created by new users had been unproblematic. The likely loss of some of these good contributions
was part of the cost Wikipedia chose to pay in prevent another incident. Despite these changes, hoaxes
and disinformation remains common in Wikipedia [49, 72]. My framework suggests that more people want
to vandalize or spread disinformation on Wikipedia because its enormous audience makes it an attractive
target.
The social computing literature have documented similar dynamics in a range of other knowledge commons. I have shown that large wikis tends to become increasingly closed as they grow [77, 87]. Other
research—by myself and others—suggests that massive influxes of users in Reddit lead moderator teams
to institute policies that increasingly restrict participation, ban users, and remove content [47, 51]. These
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studies show both how appropriation of some types of peer produced value in a knowledge commons is
possible—and how it leads to increasingly closed institutions.
2.1.4. Formal Modeling Informed by the dynamics sketched out in §2.1.2, I will iteratively develop a series of analytic and simulation-based formal models. Although I cannot describe the specifics of the model
I will develop, I have conducted work to construct a preliminary dynamical system model. This model
treats communities in terms of some stock of value over time (V), and some openness to new contributions
(P). It includes two production functions—g(V, P) for “good” value-increasing contributions and b(V, P)
for “bad” damaging ones—where both are positively related to stock and openness. These production
functions are based on Cobb-Douglas functions from economics that model production as a combination of
capital and labor. Exponents in a Cobb-Douglas are elasticity parameters while K is described as baseline
efficiency. In this model, openness can be thought of as a classifier that filters for good contributions so that
the K parameters capturing the precision and recall of the filter. If one thinks of openness as a classifier for
good contributions, K g reflects the sensitivity of the classifier or the true-positive rate (TPR). Similarly, Kb
reflects the false-positive rate (FPR) or one minus the specificity of the classifier. S captures the speed of
change in stock and openness so that SV can be interpreted as a measure of how much harm a damaging
contribution will do relative to the good done by a value-increasing one while SP captures how quickly
communities close based on incoming damage. M captures minimum openness. The model includes the
following equations:

g(V, P) = V gV P gP K g
b(V, P) = V

bV

bP

P Kb

dV
= g(V, P) − b(V, P)SV
dt
dP
M − b(V, P)
=
PSP
dt
g(V, P)

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

Value Stock

2.1.5. Developing the Model As part of the process of iteratively developing this model, I will conduct two systematic literature reviews. The first review will focus on issues of value in

Openness

Although this model is offered as a proof-of-concept, it will
serve as a starting point to guide theory development and empirical research. Work as part of this grant will identify more
realistic production functions, derive useful ranges for parameters, and identify a more realistic function for openness—e.g.,
the function above cannot model communities becoming more
open after closing. This limitation seems consistent with the
studies of openness in knowledge commons [e.g., 24, 77, 87]
but is not a logical or theoretical necessity. I also plan to explore
moving away from modeling a single stock of value toward separately modeling the different types of value that knowledge
commons produce—like knowledge artifacts and goodwill.

Participation

This preliminary formal model captures all the dynamics laid
out in §2.1.2. A visualization of simulations with a set of
reasonable-appearing parameter estimates is shown in Figure
4.3 The top line in the upper panel of the model seems to reproduce the rise and decline activity dynamics shown in Figures 1
and 2. The bottom two panels capture the basic dynamics of decreased openness as a community builds a larger stock of value.
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Figure 4: Visualization of a simulation from
the preliminary model described above using
a set of parameters described in footnote 3.
At the end of the simulation, openness is zero
and growth of the stock of value ceases completely.

3 This model holds all exponents to 0.5. K is set to 0.95 and K to 0.2. Conservatively, S is set to 0.02 suggesting that bad edits
g
V
b
are relatively low cost and that SP is 0.005 suggesting that damaging contributions have only a very small effect on openness. M = 0
meaning that communities can become totally closed.
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peer production knowledge commons. Questions of value in sociotechnical systems have been an area of
some interest in the last several years. For example, the P2PValue project—a mult-institution project funded
by a European Commission grant and active in 2014–2016 [66]—has published a series of research projects
related to cataloguing different types of value creation and production in online collaborative communities
and has engaged in theoretical work to unpack value in these contexts conceptually [e.g., 13, 12]. I will
also seek to conduct a systematic review on lifecyles in knowledge commons. Both of these reviews will be
conducted following guidance on conducting systematic reviews in information systems from Okoli [62].
Results from the reviews will inform the way that value is operationalized in the model and will also drive
decisions about measures and empirical strategies in Part B (§2.2).
The formal model presented in §2.1.4 will be extended to incorporate random chance and also to model
interactions between different communities.4 In doing so, I hope to be able to reproduce important features
of peer production—like massive inequality in the number of participants across projects [11, 19, 23, 26, 44,
67]. Once defined, I plan to analyze the formal model and solve for important variables in order to identify
important transitions and decision-points, to map the trade-offs implied by my theory, and to identify
possible points of intervention. As the model becomes more complex and realistic—and especially as I
begin to model interactions between communities—the model will likely become analytically intractable.
When this happens, I will seek to understand the model using agent-based simulations.
I plan to present my theoretical framework, as well as the models themselves, in talks, workshops, and
the working group meetings (described in §3.2) for feedback. Ultimately, I plan to submit one or more papers to journals in social computing, communication, or organizational science built around the theoretical
argument in §2.1.1, presenting the formal models, and explaining how the apparently contradictory collective action and CPR-based explanations for peer production can be integrated into a coherent theoretical
framework.
2.2. Part B: Empirical Studies
While the theoretical framework described in §2.1 will guide the research plan, the bulk of effort will be
devoted to empirical analyses of online communities that seek to inform, explore, and validate the theory.
Before I describe this empirical work, I first introduce the three empirical settings in which it will take place.
2.2.1. Empirical Settings My first empirical setting will be wikis hosted by from the Wikimedia Foundation (WMF) and Wikia. WMF is the non-profit organization that runs Wikipedia and more than 300
others projects including Wiktionary (a dictionary project), WikiQuote (a collection of quotes), Wikimedia
Commons (a collection of freely licensed images), and WikiData (a structured database of facts). I have
conducted many studies using WMF data [8, 36, 37, 40, 59, 89] and have served on the Wikimedia Foundation Advisory Board (2007–2018). Wikia is a firm hosting public peer production wikis that was founded
by Jimmy Wales (Wikipedia’s founder). Because many Wikia wikis are about fan culture including films,
video games, and so on, Wikia rebranded many of its communities as “Fandom” in 2016. I have conducted
several studies using Wikia data [39, 61, 87].
My second empirical setting will be free/libre open source software (FLOSS) development hosted on GitHub
and GitLab. GitHub is software development platform owned by Microsoft. The platform is built around
the distributed version control system Git and provides infrastructure for managing issues and bugs and
workflow for proposing, reviewing, and accepting or rejecting code contributions. Although GitHub is
used for private software development, it also hosts many of the largest freely licensed FLOSS software
commons whose data are fully public. GitLab is a popular FLOSS clone of GitHub whose data are also
largely public.
My third empirical setting will be collaborative filtering communities in Reddit. The term “collaborative
filtering” stems from research on recommender systems and describes a process of multiple agents working
together to identify relevant information [70, 88]. Collaborative filtering has been a major site for research
4I

am co-PI on an NSF-funded project seeking to model interactions between online communities. This other work will inform
this part of the model.
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into social computing [28, 29, 69, 73]. On Reddit, collaborative filtering occurs when users rate content
with positive or negative ratings (i.e., upvoting and downvoting). Like wikis and and FLOSS, Reddit is
divided into distinct but overlapping communities in the form of more than two million “subreddits” that
are focused around a vast range of topics and subcultures. I have conducted two studies using site-wide
Reddit data [19, 45].
2.2.2. Inductive Qualitative Research In addition to the two systematic reviews described in §2.1.5, theory development will be guided by a series of qualitative ethnographic interviews focused on lifecycles in
peer production. I will use a stratified non-representative sampling technique to conduct a theoreticallydriven sample of diverse individuals from my three empirical contexts [90]. In particular, I will seek to
recruit long-term contributors with experience over a full lifecycle, only in early stages, and only in later
stages. I will prepare an interview protocol focused on questions related to types of value, questions of
damaging behavior, questions about how community manage issues of openness, and questions about
how these dynamics shift as communities mature and grow. I recognize that some of these questions have
been explored in previous qualitative work conducted in all three of my empirical contexts [e.g. 1, 46, 92]. I
will produce interview protocols and papers to complement and build on previous work. I will code and
analyze qualitative data using grounded theory as described by Charmaz [10], as I have done in previous
work [8, 31, 47, 48, 46].
As is common in inductive qualitative research, I cannot anticipate the results of this work. That said, I am
committed to using results in two ways. First, they will inform further iteration of the theoretical model
described in §2.1. Second, findings will play a useful role in shaping the quantitative empirical studies
described in the subsequent sections.

30%

Damaging

2.2.3. Empirical Studies Testing Hypotheses Derived from the
Model One strength of the formal modeling approach I am
proposing is that it can generate hypotheses that can be tested
empirically. For example, the sketch of the model presented in
§2.1.4 and visualized in Figure 3 identifies several relationships
that have not been studied in previous research. I plan to conduct at least three empirical analyses that test for relationships
like these implied by the theory.
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For example, the model described in §2.1.4 suggests that the
0%
proportion of damaging contributions will increase as a knowl2002
2004
2006
2008
2010
edge commons’ stock of value increases. To my knowledge, this
will be the first time that this hypothesis will be tested. To do so
as a proof-of-concept for this grant, I conducted a secondary Figure 5: Estimated proportion of damaganalysis of a hand-coded random sample of edits to English ing edits to English Wikipedia from a handWikipedia made between 2001 and 2013 from Halfaker et al. coded random sample of edits made within
[24]. Because Halfaker et al. were interested in the effect of re- six month periods. New analysis of data originally collected and coded by Halfaker et al.
verts on high quality contributions, they coded edits as dam- [24].
aging or non-damaging. Figure 5 combines this data with data
I collected on total contribution volume and then fits a LOESS
smoother to estimate of the proportion of edits to Wikipedia that are damaging over time. As my theoretical
model predicts, English Wikipedia appears to have experienced an enormous increase in rates of damaging
contributions during the period of its rapid growth leading up to 2007.
As a second example, the model in §2.1.4 suggests that the communities should become more closed as
vandalism increases. Although there are many ways of measuring openness, one measure in English Wikipedia might include the number of pages that are “protected” so that new users are not allowed to edit
them. Using a dataset I produced in a prior study of page protection in Wikipedia [37], I produced Figure 6
which suggests that the number of newly protected pages increases with contributions and damage. Once
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again, these results are in line with the model prediction.
Of course, the analyses in Figures 5 and 6 are presented only
to illustrate the basic approach. In work funded by the grant, I
will form more precise, nuanced, and theoretically informed hypotheses and will conduct multiple regression, time series, and
experimental or quasi-experimental analyses to test them. Positive results from these analysis will serve as evidence in favor
of the theory. Null results, surprising findings, or results that
are contingent on other variables will all inform modifications
that improve the theoretical model.
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2.2.4. Empirical Studies Establishing Generalizability Most
of the motivating examples and pilot work for this proposal are
drawn from Wikipedia and other wikis. Although I believe that
Figure 6: Number of “page protection” in Wikipedia and wikis are important, the goal of this work is to
English per month when pages are made to establish a general theory of knowledge commons lifecycles
uneditable by at least some subset of wouldthat extends to a range of peer produced goods and settings.
be contributors. New analysis of data from
Because my theory is at the level of communities, I will conHill and Shaw [37].
duct population-level analyses in platforms [38]. Although this
type of analysis is challenging, I have experience conducting
population-level analyses [39, 61, 87, 77].
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To establish generalizability, I will attempt to replicate my own findings across from the hypothesis tests
described in §2.2.3 across WMF and Wikia, FLOSS projects from GitHub and GitLab, and Reddit. Although
rare in HCI research [93], I have published two papers at CHI that conduct exactly this form of replication
[55, 87]. I recognize that replication to establish generalizability will involve overcoming several challenges.
First, I will need to identify ways to measure the key concepts in the theoretical model across the three
settings. How should we measure value? How should we measure appropriation? I will rely on the
literature review described in §2.1.5 and the inductive qualitative work in §2.2.2 to create measures of key
concepts appropriate to each setting. For example, I might measure appropriation as reverted edits or
the proportion of added words that removed over a period of time in wikis (both measures of damaging
contributions drawn from earlier research). In GitHub, unmerged or rejected pull requests closed with a
particular set of tags might serve as an analogous measure. In Reddit, deleted content or banned users
might proxy for the same concept.
In work toward the end of the grant, I hope to fit a full version of a formal model to data using the Bayesian
modeling software Stan which can now fit statistical models incorporating algebraic and ordinary differential equations [84]. In this way, I will be able to test not only specific hypotheses drawn from my model but
the broader model itself. Of course, because wikis, FLOSS projects, and Reddit discussion forums reflect
very different forms of peer produced knowledge commons, I do not expect model dynamics to play out
identically in each setting. I hope to identify similarities and differences and to attempt to attribute differences in results to differences in sociotechnical features or affordances. I may also discover fundamental
variation that requires updating the underlying theoretical framework.
2.3. Part C: Identify Strategies for Managing Lifecyles
In the final stage of the research, I will seek to propose and test a set of strategies that community managers
can use in effectively governing knowledge commons over their lifecycles. I see this playing out in terms
of both specific policy or technical decisions made in individual platforms as well as high-level strategies.
2.3.1. Evaluating Particular Interventions Although openness is presented as a single dimension in the
model above, openness encompasses many policies and governance strategies. This work can provide
insight into the wisdom of specific strategies designed to mitigate and prevent damage. Although I cannot
articulate the specific strategies that I hope to evaluate in this way, I can point to a previous study that
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demonstrates the type of work I will do.
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In a recently published study, I examined a policy change conducted in 136 Wikia wikis that decreased openness by instituting a new requirement for would-be participants to create accounts before contributing. Using a quasi-experimental panel
regression discontinuity design, I estimated that this decrease
in openness was very effective at deterring damage (between
69–83% of bad contributions were prevented) but that it also
blocked a significant proportion of good contributions as well
(between 21–56%). These proportions mask the severity of the
tradeoff: for every damaging contribution rejected, communities blocked more than 6 productive ones. Examples of the average estimated effects are shown in Figure 7 on non-reverted
edits (a measure of valuable contributions) in the top panel and
reverted edits (a measure of damage) in the bottom.

From this example, one can conclude that this policy would
maximize value only when the damage caused by a single bad
Figure 7: Model predicted average effects of contribution is at least 6 times that of a single deterred valuable
the effect of blocking contributors by users contribution—for example, if repairing a single act of vandalwithout accounts in 136 wikis. Adapted from ism requires the time needed to make 6 new edits. My analysis
Figure 2 in Hill and Shaw [39].
similarly suggests that communities can manage openness by
reducing the cost of negative contributions from users without
accounts. For example, the use of algorithmic triage systems are
increasingly common in a range of social computing systems and might reduce the cost of a damaging edit
by saving the time and labor [9, 46, 45].
Optional

Required

Following this approach, I will evaluate at least one popular strategy in each of my empirical settings.
Toward this end, I have already begun collecting examples of changes to design and governance contexts
in wikis, FLOSS projects, and subreddits. I will evaluate each strategy in situ using quasi-experimental
panel discontinuity designs similar to the ones I have used in two previous empirical analyses [39, 61].
In addition to providing specific advice for managers and moderators, analyses of specific strategies can
help improve my theoretical model. For example, the analysis of the account requirement in Wikia can
provide estimates for K g and Kb : which capture how much damage a given change in openness will keep
out and how much collateral damage will occur. In the simulation I present in Figure 4, the absence of data
forces me to rely on intuition in setting these parameters. Given a change in openness within a community, I can compute the TPR and FPR and identify each of values for parameters empirically. In this way,
I can update my models with various parameters drawn from real settings and can see how the model
predictions are affected.
2.3.2. High-Level Lifecycle Strategy Previous work on organizational closure in peer produced knowledge commons has mostly pointed to increased newcomer rejection as a problem to be solved [e.g., 24]. An
example of a high-level strategic takeaway from the preliminary formal mode articulated in §2.1.4 is the
suggestion that beginning very open and becoming increasingly closed over time is an optimal strategy for
maximizing a stock of value. One might conclude that if communities do not begin with porous boundaries, they will be unlikely to build a large enough stock to kick-off the virtuous cycle dynamics that drive
later growth. The model would also suggest that very open communities that manage to grow large stocks
will eventually want to reduce their openness in various ways—and at particular points in time—before
they are overwhelmed by damage. Because the audience for this type of strategy is practitioners, I will
write a practitioner-focused article summarizing these strategies which I will submit for publication in a
venue like Harvard Business Review.
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2.4. Part D: Creation of Datasets & Tools
In order to conduct the empirical studies above, I will require digital trace data from the three empirical
contexts. As described in the data management plan, all of these data are public and distributed in ways
that allow for research and reuse. Processing these data into forms that are useful for social computing
and social scientific research requires substantial investments of engineering time as well as substantial
computing power. I will produce software to process these data into datasets that can be analyzed using
common statistical software including Python, R, and Stan.
I have a strong, demonstrated commitment to open science and the public sharing of research data and tools
and was awarded the 2019 Research Symbiont Award from the Pacific Symposium of Biocomputing which
is “given to a scientist working in any field who has shared data beyond the expectations of their field.” To
assist other researchers, I will release all the datasets and software used to conduct empirical analyses in
replication datasets hosted in the Harvard Dataverse. In addition to replication data, I will produce fully
documented dataset and tools that are useful for secondary analysis. All datasets will be released under
CC0 permissive licenses and all software will be released under Free Software Foundation approved FLOSS
licenses.
3. E DUCATION , O UTREACH , & D ISSEMINATION
3.1. Teaching & Mentorship
I will include methods and results from this research directly in the courses I teach at the University of
Washington. I regularly teach both undergraduate and graduate classes about online communities as well
as graduate methods courses on designing Internet research and conducting data scientific analyses of
online communities. I will also design one new undergraduate course and one new graduate course as part
of my department’s Communication Leadership program—both focused on the topic of managing online
community lifecycles. Although I believe these will be the first such classes on this topic anywhere, these
courses will be structurally similar to courses about managing lifecycles in firms and non-profits which are
routinely taught in management programs. As described in the departmental letter, courses in this area
are at the center of the teaching goals of my department and lie at the core of one of the Department’s
“Technology and Society” area of emphasis. I will incorporate findings, tools, and data from this research
into all of these courses.
Additionally, I will be assisted by a graduate student research assistant for the duration of the award.
In this way, graduate students will be involved in the project as research assistants, collaborators, and
advisees, and will interact with me in research activities and weekly team meetings. I intend to recruit a
student to this project who will make part of the work described in this proposal part of their dissertation.
I am committed to broadening participation in computing and will actively recruit qualified members of
underrepresented groups.
My research lab at the University of Washington is part of an multi-institution research group called Community Data Science Collective (CDSC). I advise graduate students from UW’s departments of Communication, Computer Science & Engineering, and Human-Centered Design & Engineering as well as undergraduate research assistants from these departments. Although I have not yet graduated a PhD student,
my students have been productive and have received a number of grants, awards, and fellowships. The
only postdoc I have mentored is now in a tenure track faculty position at the University of North Carolina.
Members of the CDSC have provided inspiration and feedback for on this proposal and will provide a rich
and supportive community for conducting the proposed work.
3.2. Community Lifecycle Working Group
To help ground this research in the experience of community managers, I will organize a set of five meetings to bring together the research team and a small group of community managers from the three target
empirical settings. I will identify a number of interested parties who will actively engage in the research
over time, shape its directions and put the results of this work into action. The working group will be
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closely modeled on the MIT Innovation Lab which I helped coordinate as a graduate student at MIT. The
goal of the working group will be to (a) disseminate findings from the research described in §2, (b) receive
feedback and evaluation of the work as it progresses, and (c) cultivate relationships with communities to
facilitate access and impact. I will work with members to identify novel community governance strategies
that we can test in partnership.
I will recruit participants by reaching out to a range of individuals and organizations within my research
group and collaborators’ existing professional networks. Based on presentations I have given in the last
year, I have identified members of research and product teams at Wikipedia, Fandom/Wikia, GitHub, as
well as Reddit moderators who have all expressed interest in participating in meetings on community
lifecycles. If necessary, I will advertise the working group on social media to recruit additional and more
diverse participants. I hope to recruit individuals with background in industry, non-profit organizations,
public and academia. I have budgeted funds to support a 1.5 day workshop at the University of Washington
in each year of the grant. This budget will cover travel and accommodation for 10 non-UW participants.
3.3. Public Outreach Workshops
Finally, I will integrate findings from these results into a set of two large-scale (150 participants) public
computing workshops conducted during the last two years of the grant. The workshops will be closely
modeled after a series of workshops called the Community Data Science Workshops (CDSW) that I have
designed and run 6 times since 2014 for more than 500 participants—a majority of whom are women [35].
The CDSW curriculum is generally focused on the social media analytics skills necessary to use data from
social media sites like Twitter. By contrast, the goal of these workshops will be to provide community
managers with the skills to manage online community lifecycles.
Instead of the CDSW’s curriculum based on studying Twitter and Yelp, the new workshops will teach skills
related to three empirical settings described in §2.2.1. The curriculum will focus on providing participants
with the ability to build time-series datasets of measures of activity so that participants can observe lifecycle
patterns in their own communities—like those in Figure 1. It will also focus on helping communities quantitatively evaluate interventions, like those conducted using A/B tests with automated moderation tools
and bots [46, 45, 56, 54]. As I have consistently done in the CDSW, complete curricular materials including
example code, documentation, lecture recordings, and so on, will be made freely available online under
free software and free culture licenses.
Like the CDSW, the lifecycle-focused workshops will be free of charge, informal, and open to the public.
I plan to run these outreach workshops in Seattle once during the final two years of the grant. I will
advertise the workshops on local meetup groups and mailing lists. Given my experience with the CDSW
and the large network of enthusiastic CDSW alumni, I am confident the workshops will be oversubscribed.
Because these workshop will be run by volunteers at UW, I will not need additional funding to conduct the
workshops.
3.4. Dissemination
I will disseminate the outcomes of this project through scholarly communication channels including conferences, workshops, and journals. I have a history of publication in communication journals such as the Journal of Communication and Communication Research as well as computer science and human-computer interaction venues including Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), Human-Computer Interaction (CHI),
the International Conference on Weblogs and Social Media (ICWSM), and the International Symposium on Open
Collaboration (OpenSym, formerly WikiSym). Whenever possible, I will release public and freely licensed
versions of our research papers. Given the highly integrated nature of the ideas in this proposal and the
strong role that a single theory plays in motivating the work, I will use support from this award to write a
book to serve as capstone for the project. I plan to complete and submit a book proposal in the final year of
the grant.
As I have done in my previous research, I will work closely with organizations supporting online commu-
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Part A

Conduct literature review on value
Conduct literature review on openness
Iteratively develop theory
Presentations about theoretical framework
Submit theoretical model paper

Part B

Conduct/write interview study
Conduct/write study testing model−derived hypothesis (1/3)
Conduct/write study testing model−derived hypothesis (2/3)
Conduct/write study testing model−derived hypothesis (3/3)
Conduct/write replication/generalization study (1/3)
Conduct/write replication/generalization study (2/3)
Conduct/write replication/generalization study (3/3)

DONE
DONE

Part D

Collect data from Wikia/WMF
Collect data from Reddit
Collect data from Github/Gitlab
Create software tools
Prepare dataset for release
Release final version of tools/datasets

Part C

Conduct/write study evaluating specific strategy (1/3)
Conduct/write study evaluating specific strategy (2/3)
Conduct/write study evaluating specific strategy (3/3)
Produce high−level strategy paper

Outreach

Classroom teaching
Working Group Meetings
Public Workshop
Produce and submit book proposal
2022

2024

2026

Figure 8: Project timeline assuming a spring 2021 starting date.

nities in ways that go beyond simply using these communities as a source of data. For example, I am an
active contributor to Wikia and Wikipedia and was a member of the WMF advisory board during its entire
period of activity. I have delivered an annual talk on academic research at Wikipedia’s yearly International
conference and co-chaired the research track at the conference in 2019. I have given talks on my research
at WMF, Wikia, and GitHub. I am a founding board member of the Wikimedia Cascadia User Group, a
regular attendee and organizer of events related to Wikipedia in the Seattle area, a former Board Member
of the Free Software Foundation, and leader in the Debian and Ubuntu FLOSS communities. I have been
a participant in Reddit since the year it was founded and have personal relationships with its co-founders.
I will use my relationships with the peer production contributor and business communities to disseminate
my research and to ensure that it is relevant and useful.
I will also disseminate the findings from this research to the public more broadly through my my research
group’s blog and social media channels and through public talks. The questions that motivate this project—
how to mobilize organizations and communities to engage in effective collaboration, knowledge sharing,
and teamwork—speak to a wide variety of contexts and publics. I will engage in multiple outreach activities
to ensure that managers, designers, and leaders of other systems pursuing large-scale online collaboration
have access to my findings. I am a Faculty Associate at the Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society
at Harvard University. In these capacities, I frequently speak at industry events and public forums and
engage in advisory activities with firms and non-profits. I will leverage these opportunities to disseminate
findings from the research I propose here.
4. P ROJECT T IMELINE
The timeline in Figure 8 describes the staging of the research and outreach activity.
5. I NTELLECTUAL M ERIT
The intellectual merit of this work lies in three areas. First, the work will develop a theory of why knowledge commons become increasingly closed and how this drives lifecycle dynamics of rise and decline that
occur frequently in these settings. In doing so, the work will advance our understanding of the relationship
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between collective action, public goods, and common pool resource governance. Second, the work will
contribute specific empirical insights into the sociotechnical dynamics of peer production projects. Third,
the work will develop a range of new computational social scientific techniques, measures, and methods
for understanding online community behavior, lifecycles, and governance.
6. B ROADER I MPACTS
The broader impacts of this work lie in the fact that peer produced knowledge commons make up critical
information infrastructure. By providing insight into how to better support the development and the maintenance of knowledge commons like wikis, open source software, and collaborative filtering, this work
seeks to directly impact millions of contributors to these knowledge commons and the firms and non-profit
organizations that support them by identifying novel strategies for community governance. Managers of
knowledge commons can use these strategies to navigate tradeoffs between openness and closure across
their communities’ lifecycles. By better supporting the work of peer production organizations, the broadest impacts of this work are the indirect effects it will have on nearly all Internet users who rely on peer
produced software and information to conduct their business and personal lives.
7. PI P REPARATION
I am an Assistant Professor of Communication and an Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Departments of
Computer Science & Engineering and Human Centered Design & Engineering at the University of Washington. I am also a Faculty Associate of the Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society and an affiliate
at the Institute for Quantitative Social Science at Harvard University. I hold a Masters degree from the MIT
Media Lab and a Ph.D. from MIT in Management and Media Arts and Science from an interdepartmental
program overseen by HCI faculty at the MIT Media Lab and social science faculty at the MIT Sloan School
of Management. I have published numerous articles in peer reviewed journals and conference proceedings
and have received awards from the International Communication Association, the ACM Conferences on
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), the
Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing, MTV, and Cisco.
Prior to my graduate studies, I worked full time as a software engineer and received my masters degree
from MIT for software development and HCI research. I have a background in technology management,
data-driven statistical analyses of online communities, computational research, management science, and
peer production. Additionally, I have been a leader, developer, and contributor to the free and open source
software for more than a decade as part of the Debian and Ubuntu projects, two of the most popular Linux
distributions with millions of users worldwide, and am the author of several best-selling technical books
[32, 34, 68]. I have been a member of the Wikipedia community since 2005 in a series of leadership roles.
7.1. Training and Preparatory Work
I possess training in organizational research, statistical analysis, and quantitative methodology and have
published peer reviewed research employing large-scale, empirical data analysis techniques needed to
carry out this work. I have experience conducting systematic literature reviews, inductive qualitative theory building research, and quantitative studies including field experiments, quasi-experimental research
designs, and correlational studies.
I have already collected most of the raw data necessary to complete the studies described in this proposal.
Although analyzing these data in the way I have described offers a range of challenges, I am confident that
I can complete this research with the resources requested. I have already parsed and compiled data on a
population of wikis from Wikia which I have used in a number of research projects [39, 61, 77, 87] as well as
in several others that are in preparation and under review. I have also fully collected and begun processing
data from Reddit as part of work on an ongoing collaborative project related to inter-community ecological
dynamic; I have published one study using these data [45] with one additional study under review [19]. I
have conducted pilot analyses with a sample of GitHub data from from GHTorrent.
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8. R ESULTS FROM P RIOR NSF S UPPORT
Although still early in my career, I have served as a PI or Co-PI on several previous NSF funded research
projects. The most closely related award is an active NSF award for a collaborative project with Dr. Aaron
Shaw at Northwestern University: “CHS: Small: Collaborative Research: Pathways to Community Success: Advancing a Comparative Science of Online Collaborative Organization” (IIS-1617468 for $194,325 at
Northwestern & IIS-1617129 for $305,359 at UW). As part of the work, I created a joint research group called
the “Community Data Science Collective” which has, over the period of the award, become a premier research group working on computational studies of online communities. The previous award supported a
series of empirical research projects testing three major theories of peer production growth in a population
of wikis drawn from Wikia. This included one paper that documented the lifecycles dynamics that form the
central puzzle this proposal seeks to answer [87]. This proposal is a direct result of the work in the previous
award. The prior award was granted a second one-year no-cost extension and is scheduled to end several
months after the proposed award would begin.
8.1. Intellectual Merit
The previous award advanced scientific understanding of collaborative organization by testing three of the
most important theories of peer production and validation of this theory through large-scale longitudinal
comparison of many peer production systems. The previous work has contributed to knowledge at the
intersection of social computing and human collaboration by using organizational theory to draw inference
about factors that shape the growth and effectiveness of peer production systems. Near the end of fourth
year of the award (the first NCE), the award has resulted in nine peer reviewed papers [15, 17, 22, 39, 46,
48, 59, 61, 87], two peer reviewed poster presentations and short papers [45, 85], three book chapters [41,
33, 38], four datasets [16, 18, 60, 86], one piece of research software [42], and more than a dozen other talks
and conference presentations. This work has also resulted in multiple awards.
8.2. Broader Impacts
The broader impacts of the previous award are two-fold. First, it has contributed to actionable insights and
novel theoretical approaches that communities, system designers, organizations, and movements engaged
in online collaboration can use to achieve their collaborative goals at different stages of their projects. For
example, I have shared my work with researchers and managers at companies and non-profit organizations
running large online communities. Additionally, I have generated a set of freely licensed and publicly
available computational research systems and datasets which other researchers have used in their projects.
In both ways, my work has contributed to the design of more effective and more collaborative organizations
in online communities, in business, and in society.
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